
MEDITATION TRANSCRIPT

Today’s meditation is about experiencing the power and the beauty of appreciation.

Take your smiling ahhh eyes to listen inside yourself to that feeling of Inner Awareness that you’ve 
been developing so well in these last weeks.

Just feel inside yourself.

Feel how quickly today you have dropped into your Inner Awareness and allow your attention to 
wander over your body and appreciate that for a moment. There are many levels of Inner Aware-
ness and the one you just dropped into is one of them. And it’s one that you can take out to your 
horse really easily.

Deepen that Inner Awareness by paying attention to your outward breath… to your heartbeat… to 
the feeling of your ribs and spine moving with your breath… to the flow of your emotions… and the 
energy tingling and flowing around your body… smiling at the thoughts and ideas and images that 
float across your mind…

Allow the awareness of ALL your feelings to flow.

With every breath that feels good, deepen and expand that awareness.

Deepen and expand…

Deepen and expand…

In this beautiful space of expanded awareness, we’re going to appreciate our horse.

Allow your attention to keep wandering over your body as you expand your appreciation of your 
horse, one at a time if we have more than one of them. Feel how good it feels to appreciate your 
horse. Keep smiling and allowing THESE feelings to flow as well.

And as you listen to today’s mantra from Deva and Miten, soften your eyes and smile at every rush 
of feeling and allow those feelings to flow – all the way to the beautiful understanding at the 
bottom of them.
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{ Listen to Deva Premal and Miten with Shree Ram Jai Ram. There are many meanings for this 
mantra – I like this one: 

 May the Lord as Light and virtue that dwells in my heart be victorious over all (internal and  
	 external)	obstacles	and	difficulty.	May	the	positive	and	transforming	vision	of	the	Divine	in		
	 my	heart	lead	to	the	fulfillment	of	divine	will.	

Here are the words if you’d like to join in:

 Shree ram jai ram
 Jai jai ram om
 Shree ram jai ram
 Jai jai ram om }

So… feeling your feet on the floor or the ground, feel your toes, flex your feet and really feel the 
floor, give your feet a wriggle and really feel into the ground. Have a stretch and take this 
appreciation out into the rest of your day.
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